Combination of geometric morphometric and genetic approaches applied to a debated taxonomical issue: the status of Onthophagus massai (Coleoptera, Scarabaeidae) as an endemic species vicarious to Onthophagus fracticornis in Sicily.
The present study deals with the phenomenon of insular speciation and discusses, as a case study, the debated taxonomical issue of the status of Onthophagus massai (Coleoptera, Sarabaeidae) as an endemic species vicarious to Onthophagus fracticornis in Sicily. The authors investigated the differentiation patterns between an insular population belonging to the supposed species O. massai (collected in its locus typicus, Piano Battaglia) and three Italian O. fracticornis populations (collected along a N-S latitudinal gradient). These patterns are described and analysed using multiple approaches: the qualitative inspection of the microsculpture of elytral surfaces, considered a diagnostic character for O. massai identification; the comparison of horn static allometries, known to be a good indicator of divergence processes between closely related species or isolated populations of the same species; the comparison of the patterns of shape and size difference of the head, epipharynx and genitalia attained with a combination of traditional and geometric (landmark and semilandmark) morphometric methods; and, finally, the estimation of the genetic relationships between Sicilian and continental populations obtained by analysing cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 mitochondrial gene sequences. The integration of the results of these approaches indicates that there is not sufficient evidence to vindicate the species status for O. massai, which should more likely be considered a small-sized version of O. fracticornis (a possible case of insular dwarfism). However, the complex pattern of shape, size and genetic variation observed between the populations analysed hinted at the possibility that a diversification process is ongoing, but not only between insular and continental populations; each population showed a tendency to evolve as an evolutionarily independent unit.